Somewhere, there is a wandering street musician who has travelled for more than twenty
years searching for a place called Itaka. As he is very curious and adventurous, he travels
observing the environment and following the clues that might take him to that dreamland.
Itaka is, as a mysterious poet once said to him, the secret place where every lonely soul finds
it’s home. Every song he plays with his saxophone is a prayer for that home to be revealed.
One day he arrives to an apparently dormant stage, where he discovers some intriguing
elements and an audience. The conditions given in this place and the decisions he makes in
it will suddenly open a doorway between reality and his imagination, and a series of enigmatic beings will come out of it. From that moment on, a succession of “superreal” events
will unfold... until the lucid dream is revealed.

Itaka is a interdisciplinary theater show that combines circus acts - such as aerials, juggling
and clowning-, live music, modern mime, live painting, dance and object theater.
This mystic story uses universal languages to reach any kind of audiences and is intended
to both entertain and suggest a reflection on the delusive and changeable nature of “reality”. The performance will take the audience into an imaginative world and make them
experience touching, astonishing, empowering and inspiring moments.

Cast:
Director: Ibon Goitia.
Performers: Ibon Goitia, Cielo Faccio, Nica storey, Daigo Nakai, Enesto Herrera Orta, Giuseppe Roccazzella,
Patricio Zarazaga, Ria rother, Rebekka weckesser.
Original Music by Kabinet mirage.
Graphics: Ernesto Herrera Orta, Ibon Goitia, Cielo Faccio.
General information:
Team: 9 performers, 1 technician.
Audience: for all ages.
Duration: 1,5 hour (with 15 min break).
Language: universal. No text.
Technical requirements:
Set up and preparation time on location: 2 h.
Scenic zone for the Street Show: An empty space, about 7x7m. Flat ground, no stage, no slope.
Structure for aerial acts if possible. If there’s none, we’d do another ground act instead.
Audience could surround that space making a half circumference
(you can use chairs if you find it convenient).
Power source requested.
Sound system requested.
We can bring our own mixer, mics and cables, and be responsible for the sound.
Lights (Street Show): the organizers will be responsible in case it’s needed.
Backstage: enough space for 10 people and access to toilets. Water and snacks (sandwiches, fruits, vegetables...).
Parking spot for a van close to the stage.

Kabinet Mirage is a theater company based in Berlin that researches and performs art integration. Founded in 2018 by Cielo Faccio and Ibon Goitia, they’ve performed so far in several street and art festivals like Karneval der Kulturen, Camp
Tipsy and Dos Modos Nascem Coisas (PT), and they organize yearly the colorful
music and theater event Feldkunst Festival in the historical Tempelhofer Feld.
Kabinet Mirage got very good feedbacks acting in bookings for private events
like Deutsches Rotes Kreuz, corporate fairs and directing an “Erasmus +” funded
international exchange project called Music for Chameleons, which involved in
2017, 2018 and 2019, 40-50 adults from all over Europe, refugees from Africa and
people with disabilities. After the prémiere of their Itaka show in Zirkus Mond in
June 2019, they’re ready to present their work all around Germany and the rest
of Europe during the season of 2020.

